
Transition Word for the Week March 7, 2010 

In this week’s Word for the Week, I want to 

explore a theme that is noted in my sermon for 

this week (March 7th) and that is an aspect of the 

work of transitional ministry.  In my sermon I quote 

Walter Brueggemann pointing out that when we 

buy in to living in a constant state of anxiety, we 

buy into a perception of the world that more 

closely reflects the world of Pharaoh and oppression than the world of God and 

the vision of the 10 commandments.  And yet for many in our community of faith, 

in our wider community and in our world the reality of anxiety can be 

overwhelming at times.   

Even before the Pandemic, some sociologist and theologians were talking about 

an Age of Anxiety.  A time shaped by; rapid change, evolving and devolving 

institutions, increasing disconnection even as social media options grow, 

polarization of public opinion and increasing difficulty in facilitating real dialogue 

across the difference divide, economic shifting and greater distance between 

those have and those who do not, deep concern for environmental sustainability 

and the future.  In short, one might describe the experience of trying to stand of 

shifting sand. 

Most congregations are experiencing the age of anxiety not only because we live 

in this time, but because we are trying to be church in this time.  An aging 

demographic is the reality of most congregations.  Financial viability is a concern 

of many congregations.  Increasingly, researchers are looking for those 

congregation who despite the age of anxiety, are communities of joy, purpose 

and are alive with energy and purpose.  Betty Pries of Credence Consulting who 

works extensively with congregations in transition names these alive churches as 

“Thriving Churches”.  They are thriving not because they have better stats than 

others, but because they have energy and joyful community. 

Thriving churches in an age of anxiety, said Pries, offer people “a safe 

‘container’ or a place of rest.” They have leaders people want to follow, and 

they engage in deeply meaningful worship. Authentic relationships give 

members a sense of belonging, but thriving churches also provide members 



with meaningful avenues for participation and are highly missional. Their 

policies and procedures are nimble and effective, and they possess a healthy 

self-awareness. In addition, such churches practise self-compassion, giving 

themselves permission to be human.  (excerpt from the Canadian Mennonite 

Magazine) 

I invite you to think about St.Andrew’s and the places that you find life in 

being part of this community of faith.  In coming days we will find ways of 

gathering some of your insights! 


